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A B S T R A C T   

Background: Concurrent chemoradiotherapy (CRT) is the standard treatment for locally advanced cervical cancer. 
We investigated how additional bone marrow sparing (BMS) affects the clinical outcomes. 
Methods: We queried MEDLINE, Embase, Web of Science Core Collection, Google Scholar, Sinomed, CNKI, and 
Wanfang databases for articles published in English or Chinese between 2010/01/01 and 2023/10/31. Full-text 
manuscripts of prospective, randomised trials on BMS in cervical cancer patients treated with definitive or 
postoperative CRT were included. Risk of bias (RoB) was assessed using Cochrane Collaboration’s RoB tool. 
Random-effects models were used for the meta-analysis. 
Results: A total of 17 trials encompassing 1297 patients were included. The majority were single-centre trials (n 
= 1268) performed in China (n = 1128). Most trials used CT-based anatomical BMS (n = 1076). There was a 
comparable representation of trials in the definitive (n = 655) and postoperative (n = 582) settings, and the 
remaining trials included both. 
Twelve studies reported data on G ≥ 3 (n = 782) and G ≥ 2 (n = 754) haematologic adverse events. Both G ≥ 3 
(OR 0.39; 95 % CI 0.28–0.55; p < 0.001) and G ≥ 2 (OR 0.29; 95 % CI 0.18–0.46; p < 0.001) toxicity were 
significantly lowered, favouring BMS. Seven studies (n = 635) reported data on chemotherapy interruptions, 
defined as receiving less than five cycles of cisplatin, which were significantly less frequent in patients treated 
with BMS (OR 0.44; 95 % CI 0.24–0.81; p = 0.016). There was no evidence of increased gastrointestinal or 
genitourinary toxicity. 
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There were no signs of significant heterogeneity. Four studies were assessed as high RoB; sensitivity analyses 
excluding these provided comparable results for main outcomes. The main limitations include heterogeneity in 
BMS methodology between studies, low representation of populations most affected by cervical cancer, and 
insufficient data to assess survival outcomes. 
Conclusions: The addition of BMS to definitive CRT in cervical cancer patients decreases hematologic toxicity and 
the frequency of interruptions in concurrent chemotherapy. However, data are insufficient to verify the impact 
on survival and disease control.   

Introduction 

Cervical cancer is the fourth most commonly diagnosed cancer and 
the fourth leading cause of cancer-related death in women worldwide 
[1]. Despite the fact that this human papillomavirus-related disease is 
considered nearly completely preventable, and a collective effort is 
made to reduce its incidence [2], millions of patients are expected to 
develop cervical cancer requiring treatment [3]. For more than 20 years, 
cisplatin-based chemoradiotherapy (CRT) combined with intracavitary 
brachytherapy has been the standard of care for patients with advanced 
disease [4]. While cisplatin remains unchallenged, modern-day radio-
therapy (RT) is significantly different from the anatomically defined 
four-field box technique used in the abovementioned trial. 

The image-guided RT (IGRT) and intensity-modulated RT (IMRT) 
were two steps towards better, individually tailored treatments. Trials 
such as TIME-C and PARCER uncovered significantly reduced gastro-
intestinal (GI) and genitourinary (GU) toxicity in patients treated with 
IMRT compared with 3D conformal RT (3D-CRT) [5,6]. However, they 
did not investigate the possibility of bone-marrow sparing (BMS) facil-
itated by the routine use of IGRT and dose painting with IMRT, or more 
recent volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT). Dynamic RT plan-
ning techniques lead to decreased volumes of healthy organs exposed to 
high-dose radiation due to higher dose conformity at the expense of 
increased volumes of surrounding tissues receiving low-dose radiation 
[7]. Considering that approximately half of the haematopoietically 
active bone marrow (BM) in adults is located in the pelvic and lumbar 
regions [8], and both components of CRT are directly associated with 
haematologic toxicity (HT) [9], a reduction of the RT contribution to BM 
damage could improve the quality of care for patients. 

In general, BMS can be categorised into anatomical or active BMS. 
The former relies on widely available computed tomography (CT) scans 
to identify the external contours of pelvic bones or the low-density areas 
within. The latter identifies the active BM through functional imaging, 
often available as an inherent part of RT planning for cervical carcinoma 
(e.g., positron emission tomography [PET]-CT). Previous reviews have 
described the rationale, dosimetric benefits, and initial clinical out-
comes of pelvic BMS CRT [10,11]. However, despite the considerable 
amount of data published in recent years, the early closure of the largest 
randomised clinical trial (RCT) makes it unlikely that an RCT powered to 
test for differences in clinically relevant outcomes will be completed 
[12]. Cervical cancer is mostly prevalent in low-income countries, often 
dealing with limited resources [13]. In case of no meaningful clinical 
benefit, BMS could have a relevant adverse impact on the cost- 
effectiveness and accessibility of treatment. To address this knowledge 
gap, we performed a systematic review and meta-analysis of RCTs to 
evaluate the association between the use of BMS in CRT for cervical 
cancer and relevant clinical outcomes. 

Methods (evidence acquisition) 

Search strategy 

The study adhered to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic 
Reviews and Meta-Analyses statement, including the PRISMA 2020 
checklist [14] (Supplementary File 1) and the PRISMA 2020 for Ab-
stracts checklist (Supplementary File 2). The PICOS framework was used 

to formulate the research question (Supplementary File 3). The protocol 
was registered in the International Prospective Register of Systematic 
Reviews database (CRD42023437990) prior to the initiation of the re-
view. We conducted searches in MEDLINE (via PubMed), Embase (via 
Ovid), Web of Science Core Collection (via Web of Science), and the 
Google Scholar platform (top 200 hits). The search was limited to re-
cords published between 2010-01-01 and 2023-06-30, as a previously 
published systematic review yielded no relevant literature published 
prior to that date [11]. No language restrictions were imposed. Due to 
the identification of relevant evidence published in Chinese through 
backward citation searching, three Chinese-speaking researchers were 
invited to join the project. Consequently, the search was expanded to 
include articles from the Sinomed, CNKI, and Wanfang databases. The 
Chinese-language search included records published between 2010-01- 
01 and 2023-10-31, and the MEDLINE, Embase, and Web of Science 
search strategies were subsequently updated to include the period be-
tween 2023-07-01 and 2023-10-31 to ensure consistency between 
search strategies prior to initiating data synthesis. 

The main search strategy was developed for PubMed (MEDLINE), 
including Medical Subject Headings (MESH) “Uterine Cervical Neo-
plasms”, ‘‘Bone Marrow”, and ‘‘Radiotherapy”, and free-text terms 
searched in title and abstract, combined with a filter for intervention 
studies [15], and then adapted for Embase, Web of Science, and Google 
Scholar. The search strategies for Sinomed, CNKI, and Wanfang were 
performed using keywords. The strategies were peer-reviewed by the co- 
authors prior to execution (Supplementary File 4). 

Study selection 

In brief, we included studies describing patients receiving definitive 
or postoperative CRT for cervical cancer, with BMS RT performed either 
through anatomical or active BM protection, compared to standard-of- 
care non-BMS CRT, reporting pre-defined clinical outcomes based on 
results of prospective, randomised trials (PICOS; Supplementary File 3). 
References were imported, combined, and de-duplicated using Rayyan 
software [16]. Two authors performed independent abstract screening, 
followed by an independent full-text search by two authors. Additional 
secondary searches of cited references were performed manually. Any 
conflicts were resolved through mediation with a third author. 

Data extraction 

Two authors independently extracted the data and, in cases where it 
was necessary, contacted the corresponding authors for additional in-
formation. Clinical characteristics of the patients and outcome data were 
systematically extracted, including proportions of patients experiencing 
specific toxicity or chemotherapy interruption. Hazard ratios (HRs) with 
corresponding standard errors (SEs) were retrieved for time-to-event 
outcomes. In cases where the data were presented only on figures, 
WebPlotDigitizer v. 4.6 software was used to digitise the Kaplan-Meier 
survival curves [17]. In applicable cases, IPDfromKM software was 
used to reconstruct individual patient data and subsequently calculate 
the corresponding HRs and SEs [18]. 
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Risk-of-bias assessment 

The risk of bias (RoB) was assessed independently by two authors 
using the RoB 2.0 tool [19] for English-language studies, and the RoB 1.0 
tool for Chinese-language studies [20]. Conflicts were resolved through 
mediation with a third author. 

Statistical analysis 

Meta-analysis was performed using the inverse variance method and 
a random-effect model with Hartung-Knapp adjustment. A continuity 
correction of 0.5 was added in studies with zero cell frequencies. Meta- 
analytic averages for toxicity and chemotherapy interruption outcomes 
were presented as odds ratios (ORs), and for each synthesis, included all 
studies which provided data on the outcome of interest. Forest plots 
were used to present ORs with 95 % confidence intervals (95 % CI) for 
individual studies and meta-analytic averages. Heterogeneity among 
studies was assessed using τ2 (with Mantel-Haenszel estimator), Hig-
gins&Thompson’s I2 (values > 50 % considered as significant), and 
Cochran’s Q test. Publication bias was assessed using funnel plots, and in 
cases where 10 or more studies were included in an analysis, Peters’ 
linear regression test was used to assess plot asymmetry. Sensitivity 
analyses were performed to assess the impact of the toxicity grading 
system used to assess the G ≥ 3 haematologic toxicity (excluding non- 
RTOG studies), and high RoB studies on the G ≥ 3 haematologic 
toxicity and chemotherapy interruption (excluding studies with high 
RoB). Meta-regression was performed to assess the association between 
study results and sample size, and bubble plots were generated to 
visualise the results. Statistical analyses were performed using R soft-
ware v4.2.2 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria) 
and the General Package for Meta-Analysis (meta) version 6.5.0. P- 

values < 0.05 were considered significant. All tests were two-sided. 

Results 

Evidence synthesis 

The PRISMA flow diagram is presented in Fig. 1. We identified 17 
records published between 2013 and 2023, describing the results of 
1297 cervical cancer patients treated in 17 RCTs between 2011 and 
2020. The treatment consisted of BMS RT up to 45–50.4 Gy in 1.8–2 Gy 
fractions (one trial allowed hypofractionation [21]), in most cases 
combined with cisplatin-based chemotherapy (96 %; n = 1245). The 
majority of the records (n = 12) were published in Chinese (n = 772) 
[22–32,21], and the rest (n = 5) were published in English (n = 525) 
[12,33–36]. All except one international trial, which was prematurely 
ceased due to futility (n = 29), were single-centre [12]. Fourteen trials 
were performed in China (n = 1128) [21–33,36], one in India (n = 80) 
[34], and the last one in Egypt (n = 60) [35]. There were seven trials on 
BMS in definitive setting (n = 655) [12,23,27,32–34,36], nine in post-
operative setting (n = 582) [21,22,24–26,28–31], and one study 
included both (n = 60) [35]. Fifteen trials used CT-based anatomical 
BMS (n = 1076) [21–28,30–35,37], and two trials applied PET-CT (n =
29) [12] or SPECT-CT (n = 192) [36] to identify BM. Out of all trials 
conducted, all but two compared BMS against non-BMS IMRT or VMAT. 
One trial compared IMRT-BMS with 3D-CRT (n = 80) [34], and one trial 
lacked a detailed RT description (n = 50) [21]. Table 1 provides a 
concise summary of individual study details, and Supplementary File 5 
provides comprehensive information on BMS CRT. 

A summary of the RoB analysis is available in Supplementary File 6, 
including the authors’ judgment for each domain. The majority of 
studies were assessed as moderate RoB. Two studies raised concerns due 

Fig. 1. PRISMA flow diagram.  
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to selective reporting and were marked as high risk [28,31]. In the study 
by El-Tawab et al., moderate concerns were identified in several do-
mains, ultimately resulting in an overall high RoB [35]. In the study by 
Sun et al., individual details on haematologic toxicity published in 2018 
were inconsistent with a more recent peer-reviewed publication, with all 
other data being consistent between articles (including statistical test 
results) [29,37]. The Mann-Whitney U test result could not be repro-
duced for the data provided on haematologic toxicity in the 2023 article 
[37], but was consistent with the outcomes reported in the 2018 
dissertation [29]. Therefore, we decided to use the data from the 
dissertation for meta-analysis [29], and rated the study as having high 
RoB. 

Haematologic toxicity 

Twelve studies reported data on G ≥ 3 (n = 782) 
[12,21–27,29,30,32,36], and twelve studies on G ≥ 2 (n = 754) 
[12,21–27,29,30,32,33] adverse events (AEs) related to haematologic 
toxicity. Most studies used the Radiation Therapy Oncology Group 
(RTOG) toxicity scale (n = 749) [22–27,29,33,36], described in detail in 
an article by Cox et al. [38]. Additionally, one study used Common 
Toxicity Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE) v. 4.0 (n = 29) [12], while 
three authors did not specify which toxicity scale was used (n = 168) 
[21,30,32]. As presented in Fig. 2, the incidence of G ≥ 3 haematologic 
toxicity was significantly decreased in patients receiving BMS RT (OR 

0.39; 95 % CI 0.28–0.55; p < 0.001). Similarly, the incidence of G ≥ 2 
toxicity was significantly lower in the BMS group (OR 0.29; 95 % CI 
0.18–0.46; p < 0.001; Supplementary File 7). There was no evidence of 
significant heterogeneity for both analyses. Additionally, several articles 
provided specific information on components of hematologic toxicity, 
such as neutropenia, leukopenia, anaemia, thrombocytopenia, and 
lymphopenia. The corresponding data and subset analyses are available 
in Supplementary File 8. 

Chemotherapy interruptions 

Seven studies, encompassing a total of 635 patients 
[12,24,29,33–36], reported on the percentage of patients who experi-
enced systemic treatment interruption, defined as receiving fewer than 
five cycles of concomitant cisplatin chemotherapy. In total, 19.5 % of 
patients (124 out of 635) experienced chemotherapy interruption, 
including 13.3 % in the BMS group (42 out of 316) and 25.7 % in the 
non-BMS group (82 out of 319). Patients treated with BMS RT exhibited 
a significantly reduced incidence of completing fewer than five cycles of 
chemotherapy (OR 0.44; 95 % CI 0.24–0.81; p = 0.016), as presented in 
Fig. 3. No evidence of significant heterogeneity was found. 

Gastrointestinal and genitourinary toxicity 

The data on GI toxicity were reported in eight studies for G ≥ 2 AEs 

Table 1 
Basic characteristics of 17 prospective randomised trials reporting data bone marrow sparing chemoradiotherapy in the treatment of cervical cancer patients.  

1st author Year Language Country # cases Treatment years Median age [years] Median FU [months] Setting Brief inclusion criteria 

Du C. [1] 2013 Chinese China 40 2011–2012 50 n/a postoperative FIGO n/s, age n/s, ECOG 0–2 
Zhang D. [5] 2017 Chinese China 41 2016–2017 58 n/a postoperative FIGO n/s, age n/s, ECOG 0–2 
Luo C. [7] 2018 Chinese China 102 2013–2015 mean: 50 n/a postoperative FIGO n/s, age n/s, ECOG n/s 
Sun S. [8] 2018 Chinese China 40 2016–2017 50 3 postoperative FIGO n/s, age n/s, ECOG n/s 
Fang M. [9] 2019 Chinese China 78 2012–2015 mean: 50* n/a postoperative FIGO n/s, age n/s, ECOG n/s 
Xie Y. [12] 2021 Chinese China 50 2018–2020 mean: 53* n/a postoperative FIGO n/s, age n/s, ECOG n/s 

*estimated based on available data; n/s – not specified; FIGO – disease stage according to The International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics; ECOG − Eastern 
Cooperative Oncology Group performance status; KPS − Karnofsky Performance Scale. 

Fig. 2. Incidence of grade ≥ 3 hematologic toxicity following chemo-radiotherapy for cervical cancer in randomised controlled trials investigating bone marrow- 
sparing chemo-radiotherapy. 
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(n = 583) [12,23–25,27,29,30,33], and in ten studies for G ≥ 3 AEs (n =
884) [12,23–25,27,29–31,33,36]. The data on GU toxicity were re-
ported in six studies for G ≥ 2 AEs (n = 390) [23–25,27,29,30], and in 
seven studies for G ≥ 3 AEs (n = 499) [23–25,27,29–31]. As presented in 
Supplementary File 9, there were no statistically significant differences 
between BMS and non-BMS groups, except for the incidence of G ≥ 3 GU 
toxicity (OR 0.55; 95 % CI 0.35–0.87; p = 0.019). That said, the total 
incidence of G ≥ 3 GU toxicity was relatively low for both BMS (13/270; 
4.8 %) and non-BMS patients (24/269; 8.9 %). There was no evidence of 
significant heterogeneity for any of these analyses. 

Survival endpoints 

Only one of the 17 included trials provided outcome data on survival 
and oncologic endpoints suitable for meta-analysis (n = 29) [12]. 
Considering that the trial jointly reported survival outcomes of a phase 
III RCT, and corresponding non-randomised phase II/III study, we con-
tacted the corresponding author and received updated data on results of 
interest. There was no significant difference between BMS and non-BMS 
patients in terms of overall survival (p > 0.9), progression-free survival 
(p = 0.8), and local–regional control (p = 0.7). 

Reporting bias and sensitivity analyses 

Funnel plots for all applicable analyses can be found in Supple-
mentary File 11. There were no signs of significant reporting bias. 
Sensitivity analyses were performed to account for possible sources of 
heterogeneity associated with study and patient characteristics, and the 
results are summarised in Supplementary File 10. Both reduction in 
chemotherapy interruptions (OR 0.54; 95 % CI 0.31–0.96; p = 0.04) and 
G ≥ 3 haematologic toxicity (OR 0.39; 95 % CI 0.27–0.57; p < 0.001) in 
patients treated with BMS remained statistically significant after 
removing studies with high RoB. Similarly, the reduction in G ≥ 3 
haematologic toxicity remained statistically significant after excluding 
studies using undefined or non-RTOG toxicity scales (OR 0.38; 95 % CI 
0.27–0.53; p < 0.001). Finally, during the review process it was pointed 
out that the highest weight study in the G ≥ 3 haematologic toxicity also 
has a noticeably higher event rate. After excluding it from the analysis, 
the meta-analytic average remained comparable (OR 0.37; 95 % CI 
0.23–0.59; p < 0.001). The meta-regression analysis showed no signifi-
cant association between the effect size of BMS and sample size in the 
analysed trials for both G ≥ 3 haematologic toxicity (p = 0.5) and for the 

rate of chemotherapy interruptions (p = 0.6) (Supplementary File 12). 

Discussion 

Concurrent CRT has been the standard treatment for locally 
advanced cervical cancer patients for decades, and BMS presents an 
appealing opportunity to improve treatment. There are several impor-
tant findings in our study. First, we found that BMS RT is associated with 
significantly reduced incidence of concurrent chemotherapy in-
terruptions and, at the same time, significantly reduced overall inci-
dence of haematologic toxicity. Second, there is no evidence that 
alteration in RT dose distribution leads to increased GI or GU toxicity; on 
the contrary, we observed a mild reduction in G ≥ 3 GU AEs in patients 
treated with BMS RT. Third, we identified a concerning lack of evidence 
assessing BMS effect on survival outcomes. 

In this article, we present the first evidence from meta-analysis to 
confirm that consistent dosimetric benefit and laboratory-based reduc-
tion of haematologic toxicity associated with BMS may translate into 
clinical benefit due to a significantly reduced incidence of chemotherapy 
interruptions. First, it must be considered that the introduction of BMS 
to standard-of-care RT should not tangibly increase overall treatment 
costs. Theoretically, a small clinical benefit would suffice to justify its 
routine use, but large comparative trials are unlikely due to a lack of 
commercial interest and the expected reduction in patient population 
over time. While a minor increase in necessary human resources could 
be a burden in developing countries, where cervical cancer is most 
prevalent [13], it could also be compensated by a lower incidence of 
haematologic toxicity requiring treatment. In particular, subgroups of 
patients with initially suboptimal blood tests, or those otherwise at risk 
of developing severe hematologic toxicity, could benefit from BMS. 
Similarly, it should be considered in trials investigating novel myelo-
toxic systemic treatment agents due to documented reduction of 
chemotherapy interruptions. Conceptually, it could be translated to 
several other pelvic malignancies utilising RT paired with myelotoxic 
systemic agents, including treatment escalation in locally advanced 
prostate cancer [39], bladder-sparing trimodal therapy [40], preopera-
tive treatment in rectal cancer [41], or definitive CRT for anal cancer 
[42–44]. Such applications, however, require dedicated investigation. 

Despite the lack of data to assess the direct impact on OS, the asso-
ciation between BMS and reduced haematologic toxicity is of particular 
interest, considering that reports indicate inferior survival in patients 
experiencing radiation-induced lymphopenia [45,46]. Moreover, 

Fig. 3. Incidence of concomitant chemotherapy interruptions during chemo-radiotherapy for cervical cancer in randomised controlled trials investigating bone 
marrow-sparing chemo-radiotherapy. 
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studies indicated that a reduction in concomitant chemotherapy dose 
might increase the risk of distant or nodal failure [47,48]. While sig-
nificant confounding must be considered, these findings suggest hy-
potheses on how BMS could improve OS. Finally, BMS could reduce the 
risk of pelvic insufficiency fractures, especially common in the sacral 
region in advanced cervical cancer patients treated with CRT, through 
reducing the exposure of bones to radiation [49]. 

The rapidly developing field of artificial intelligence could lead to 
nearly resourceless integration of BMS into practice. Several authors 
have proposed solutions automating the bone-marrow contouring pro-
cess [50,51], and automatic RT planning has increased in popularity 
[52]. If implemented, the remaining concern would be to rule out any 
unlikely negative impact of BMS on survival or clinical outcomes. The 
majority of the included trials utilised anatomical BMS; however, 
treatment-planning PET-CT is now routinely performed in many centres, 
which facilitates active BMS. As presented in Supplementary File 5, 
there was also significant heterogeneity in terms of assumed dose con-
straints. For example, all but one trial utilised V20, but the coverage 
limit varied as much as between 50 % and 80 %. Until better quality data 
is available, based on the findings of previous meta-analysis, we believe 
that V10 < 90 %, V20 < 75 %, and V40 < 17.5 % could be recommended 
as reasonable dose constraints for active BM [11]. 

There are several limitations of our study. First, although most au-
thors used CT to identify BM, there were noticeable differences in def-
initions, and imprecise or missing descriptions, including a lack of 
consensus on optimal dose constraints for BMS, and limited data on the 
actual achieved dose-volume parameters. Second, BMS through func-
tional imaging, which is likely to increase in popularity along with the 
routine use of PET-CT, was underrepresented in our meta-analysis. 
Third, there were differences in definitions of haematologic toxicity, and 
limited data was provided on the methodology and frequency of blood 
tests. Fourth, the majority of included studies were performed in China, 
while cervical cancer has the highest incidence in African countries, 
possibly reducing the generalizability of results [13]. Fifth, despite no 
significant evidence of heterogeneity or reporting bias for major ana-
lyses, the data was retrieved predominantly from small, single- 
institutional trials, rather than high-quality phase III trials. Finally, 
missing data on survival and oncologic outcomes made it impossible to 
perform three major pre-defined analyses. 

Conclusions 

BMS represents a valuable addition to standard CRT for cervical 
cancer patients, effectively reducing hematologic toxicity and mini-
mizing interruptions in concurrent chemotherapy. 

Currently available data do not allow for the assessment of the 
impact of BMS on survival or disease control. Further studies would be 
necessary to rule out the unlikely adverse effect of BMS-related dose 
redistribution on these outcomes. 
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